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tion (Permian(?)), consisting of shale and siltstone, unconformably overlies the Buckeye Tillite
with slight discordance.
In the Pensacola Mountains, the Gale Mudstone
(Devonian to Permian) consists of massive diamictite resting conformably on Dover Sandstone (Devonian (?)). Although the top of the formation is
not exposed, at least 315 meters (1,035 feet) are
present. Sandstone and conglomerate layers are intercalated. At several levels, sandstone beds are
striated, and numerous stones display tops that
have been striated in place. Contorted sandstone
blocks suggest some downslope movement.
Paleoglacial transport directions, based upon position of bevelled and striated surfaces of stones
lying on striated surfaces, and upon morphological
features—such as orientation of crescentic gouges
and friction cracks on striated surfaces—indicate
westward movement. Paleocurrent transport directions within intercalated strata, based on crossstratification, sole marks, and ripple marks, suggest
that currents flowed southwestward, but with considerable dispersion so that more than one source
area may have contributed. Paleoglaciers with
associated aqueous deposits, therefore, probably
flowed away from the late Paleozoic high area toward western Queen Maud Land. Such paleogeographic data provide information helpful in appraising continental drift and in understanding
paleoclimates.
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Permian (?) glacigene rocks in the Ohio and
Wisconsin Ranges of the Horlick Mountains consist
of up to 300 meters (I ,000 feet) of flat-lying
diamictite with stones as large as 6 meters (20
feet) in diameter. These are composed mostly of
gray metasiltstone of unknown source and also of
locally exposed rock types. The strata, assigned
to the Buckeye Tillite, are subdivided into six sedimentary facies: for example, at four different
levels within the tillite, concentrations of large
clasts with faceted and striated tops are bedded.
Striae also occur at the base and at the top of some
sandstone layers. Intercalated beds include waterlaid sandstone and conglomerate, along with shale
containing dropstones. The Discovery Ridge Forma134
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Stratigraphic sections were measured in detail,
and rock specimens were collected at four localities
in southern Victoria Land in order to interpret the
stratigraphy, environments of deposition, and sedimentary petrography of the Beacon sediments of
this region. In addition, over 800 paleocurrent
readings were taken on orientations of cross-bedding, ripple marks, parting lineations, petrified
logs, pebbles, and slump folds at the four measured
sections and at other scattered localities for the
purpose of delineating sediment dispersal patterns.
Of considerable stratigraphic significance was the
discovery of a strikingly disconformable contact between two major lithologic units within the Beacon
sediments at Mt. Fleming, Aztec Mountain, and
West Beacon. Rocks immediately below the disconformity consist of pure orthoquartzites and interbedded quartz sandstone and red and green siltANTARCTIC JOURNAL

stone. Excellently preserved, in situ fish remains
were collected from a siltstone bed situated 15 to
30 meters (50 to 100 feet) below the disconformity at Mt. Fleming and from the same
horizon at Aztec Mountain and West Beacon. These
fish are thought to be Devonian, but precise age
and taxonomy have not yet been determined.
Rocks above the disconformity consist of very
coarse-grained arkosic sandstone and conglomerate,
indicating a conspicuous change in the sedimentary
regime and mineralogy of the source area during
the hiatus marked by the unconformity. Coal,
black shale, and carbonaceous and micaceous siltstones occur higher in the section above the disconformity. Plant fossils of Glossopteris, collected
from black shales just above the contact, indicate a
probable Permian age for these rocks.
Paleocurrent patterns in the Permian (?) sediments above the disconformity show a general
north-northeast trend, whereas the Devonian (?)
sediments below the contact show a more eastward
trend. Rose diagrams for individual stations of
Devonian (?) cross-bedding indicate a general
fanning of currents from a northern direction at
Mt. Gran to a southeastern direction at West
Beacon. Current patterns above the disconformity
appear to be more consistent.
A cyclothem sequence, approximately 82 meters
(270 feet) thick and containing 17 cycles, occurs
within the Permian (?) rocks at Mount Bastion. The
base of each cyclothem consists of cross-bedded,
coarse, arkosic sandstone or conglomerate that
grades upward into medium- to fine-grained
carbonaceous, microcross-bedded sandstone. Sandy
siltstone overlies the sandstone and grades upward
into burrowed claystone, which marks the top of
each cyclic unit.
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This project was started in December 1964, continuing studies of antarctic fossil plants carried on
intermittently since about 1960. Objectives are to
trace the history of such plants in sufficient detail
to serve more precise purposes of geologic correlation. Plant microfossils (spores and pollen) and
megafossils (wood and foliage specimens) are being
studied. Laboratory work has consisted of indexing
and cataloging the collections available, preparation
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of transfers, maceration residues, photographs and
drawings, and preliminary study of referred sets of
antarctic plants which contribute to general objectives of the project (Craddock et al., 1965; Wade et
al., 1 965). Detailed drawings of Glossopteris leaves
used for venation analysis are illustrated (fig. 1).
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Fig. 1.

Additional collections, maceration samples, and
information about stratigraphic occurrences were
obtained from the following areas during the
1965-1966 field season: in the Pensacola Mountains at about 85° 45'S. 67°W. (Permian); "Okanagan Nunatak," Patuxent Range (Late Devonian(?));
Forrestal Range (Permian); in the Horlick Mountains at Ohio Range (Early Devonian); and in Victoria Land at Aztec Mountain (Permian), Robison
Peak (Late Permian and Early Triassic), Carapace
Nunatak (Jurassic (?)), and Allan Nunatak (Permian and Triassic).
The most interesting observation involves a
general comparison of the Pensacola Mountains
(Forrestal Range) with the Ellsworth Mountains
(Sentinel Range) (Craddock et al., 1965), both of
which have provided assemblages of Permian plant
fossils from beds involved in mountain folding. It
seems that the Pensacola Mountains and the Ellsworth Mountains were subject to a post-Paleozoic
(?) deformation that does not appear to have affected flat-lying, block-faulted areas of the Transantarctic Mountains.
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